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Title:  "SMOKING GUN" PROOF THAT ILLUMINATI PLANNED TERRIBLE EVENTS MANY 

YEARS AGO TO BRING DOWN OUR CULTURE: Part 5 -- Natural 

Disasters Planned 

Subtitle: Natural Disasters have the potential to re-draw or re-wild a nation 

in a hurry! Events foretold in the 1995 Illuminati Card Game seem poised to 

happen. The end goal is to stage Antichrist and his kingdom in all aspects. 

Remember, this card game was created from 1990-

1995 so the author knew of these specific events over 

a decade ago.  

The New World Order is coming! Are you ready? 

Once you understand what this New World Order 

really is, and how it is being gradually implemented, 

you will be able to see it progressing in your daily 

news!!  

 



Learn how to protect yourself, your loved ones!  

Stand by for insights so startling you will never look at the news the same way again.  

YOU ARE NOW ON  

THE CUTTING EDGE  

Background of Game  

We have covered the background of Steve Jackson and his S.J. 

Games in NEWS1753, and strongly urge you to read it so you 

will understand the implications of the attempt of the 

government to shut Jackson down before he could get his 

Illuminati Card Game to the market. Jackson knew the specific 

plans of the Illuminati by which they could slowly dissolve the 

Old World Order, replacing it with the New World Order, 

including the appearance of Antichrist. We encourage you to 

read this above previous article, for we consider it "Smoking 

Gun Proof" that the Illuminati had planned the attacks of 9/11 

many years before that terrible event. 

In this article, we shall conclude our study by showing you the 

cards depicting events that have not yet happened but will surely 

happen, based upon Bible prophecy, and the parallel Illuminati 

plans. Of course, the Illuminati Card Game has cards for these 

events, continuing to demonstrate that Steve Jackson knew the 

plan very well. Avid players of this role playing game knew 

most of the detailed parts of the plan to so change Western 

Society that the Antichrist can be established upon the world 

scene as they began to play the game in 1995. 

Any cataclysmic natural disaster has the capability of causing 

more damage in a shorter period of time than any war short of 

nuclear war. Within minutes, or hours, an entire landscape can 

be re-drawn and the population of people and animals living within the range of destruction of that natural 

disaster can die or be driven out. When people think of natural disasters, they think of earthquakes, volcanic 

eruptions, tidal waves, tornadoes and hurricanes.  

Since the coming Kingdom of Antichrist -- the New World Order -- is Black Magick Witchcraft, its 

adherents have some very different ideas about this planet and its natural processes than do Born Again 

Christians. First, occult adherents worship the creature -- Mother Earth -- rather than the Creator Who made 

this planet of rock, water and gasses. These occultists -- including the Illuminati who rule the governments of 

the world -- worship this planet, calling her either Mother Nature or Mother Gaia. They believe this planet is 

a living, breathing goddess with terrific power. Second, occultists believe that our Industrial Civilization is 

anathema to Mother Gaia, because it pollutes her water, her air and her ground [Read NEWS1693]. Most 

people do not realize that the religion behind the active environmental groups is an extreme worship of Gaia; 

her adherents believe that, if this Industrial Civilization is not shut down in planned stages by man's efforts, 

Mother Gaia is going to intervene in a dramatic, destructive manner to "cleanse" this civilization off the 

planet through great and mighty natural disasters.  

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1753.cfm
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1693.cfm


This theme is the essence of Al Gore's book, "Earth In The Balance". 

What most of the Mother Earth worshippers do not realize is that the Illuminati -- the most powerful of the 

Gaia group -- has achieved scientific control of the weather and all of the natural disasters with which man 

has been contending for several thousands of years [Read NEWS1694, "Weather Control and Weather 

Warfare"]. If the Illuminati controls the functions of "Mother Gaia", i.e., Weather Disasters, they can then 

use natural disasters in order to achieve their draconian plans without very many people thinking to blame 

them! Since the Illuminati plans to reduce the population of the world by 66%, the same percentage of 

population reduction in the Book of Revelation, they plan to "re-wild" much of the continents of the world 

[Read NEWS1368].  

NOTE: "Re-wilding" is defined as a major effort to clear land of humans and let the land go back to the 

"wild". 

In NEWS1368, we detail the plan to set aside over 50% of all land in America, forbidding any kind of human 

activity. We encourage you to read this article carefully if you have not done so, or re-read it if your original 

reading has been a long time ago. In particular, study the map entitled, "Simulated Reserve and Corridor 

System to Protect Biodiversity", by Environmental Perspectives. You will be shocked to see how much of 

America is divided into either Red Areas ("Core Reserves & Corridors, Little to no human use"), or "Buffer 

Zones,( Highly Regulated Use"). Obviously, this draconian plan cannot be achieved until the planned 

combined disasters have achieved the 66% population reduction the Illuminati has planned, and Antichrist is 

in place preaching the gospel of Mother Gaia. 

The question of the hour is, how can the stage be set now so that Antichrist can claim that such a program is 

necessary? The most effective way seems to be to cause so many natural disasters to occur in this country -- 

and in other countries throughout the world -- so that, when Antichrist is here, he can point to the past pattern 

of disasters, claiming they were caused by our Industrial Civilization! In New Age writings, this claim is 

made all the time, and is widely accepted by many millions of adherents. A few years ago, the New Age 

Movement was claiming they had several tens of millions of adherents in America alone, so the numbers of 

people who believe this nonsense are considerable. 

Obviously, the Illuminati must control the weather, which we detail in NEWS1694 and in Seminar 3, 

"Knowing The Time of Your Visitation". Before you can appreciate the full meaning of these Illuminati 

Cards, you must understand that our scientists can and do control the weather; actually, the Russians are the 

real experts in Weather Control and Weather 

Warfare. By the time you finish this article, 

you will realize that the Illuminati does, 

indeed, plan to use these Natural Disasters to 

achieve their goals; and, the Illuminati Card 

Game inventor, Steve Jackson, knew of these 

plans as early as 1990! Let us quickly review 

the pertinent "Natural Disasters" cards. 

The bottom of this card reads: "Play this 

card, as a free move after any disaster is 

played. It gives the target +10 to defend 

against that one disaster."  

Hurricanes are a real threat to the entire East 

Coast. When you check the Biodiversity map in NEWS1368, you will see that virtually the entire East Coast 

is either Red ("Little to No Human Use") or Yellow, ("Highly Regulated Use"). If a series of terribly 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1694.cfm
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1368.cfm
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1368.cfm
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destructive hurricanes could churn up the East Coast over a period of time, Antichrist could point to this 

pattern as "proof" that our hated Industrial Civilization is to blame, for Mother Gaia simply cannot tolerate 

the pollution and the natural resource drain naturally coming from our lifestyle; therefore, Gaia seeks a 

"correction" by sending horrific storms. 

Let us begin by examining a very interesting article which posted June 1, 2003, at the beginning of the 

hurricane season. 

NEWS BRIEF: "Hurricanes predicted to double", CNN News, June 1, 2003. 

"MIAMI, Florida (CNN) -- As the 2003 Atlantic hurricane season began Sunday, forecaster William Gray 

predicted 14 named storms and eight hurricanes. That figure is double the number of hurricanes that 

developed in the Atlantic last year. Named storms are those with sustained winds of at least 39 mph. Gray's 

research team, the Tropical Meteorology Project, based at Colorado State University, predicted three of the 

hurricanes will be Category 3, 4 or 5 storms with winds above 111 mph." 

Knowing the love of the occult for the numbers '11' and '39', I find it interesting that the government 

meteorological service would select these two parameters in setting the various categories. If you are not 

familiar with the fact that occultists worship the creature rather than the Creator {Romans 1:25} and that they 

believe numbers contain inherent power, we encourage you to read NEWS1756. 

Now, let us return to this CNN article: 

"The long-term average for Atlantic hurricanes is 5.9 per year and for named storms, 9.6 per year. Out of the 

12 named storms last year, four became hurricanes, two of them major storms. The U.S. coast has a 69 

percent chance of a major hurricane landfall, compared to a long-term 52 percent average, Gray said."  

Let us now examine the pattern of hurricanes in the past century, to see if there is a pattern to which 

Antichrist can point. 

Top Ten Hurricanes -- Most Costly  

1. Hurricane Andrew - Category 5 -- Southeast Florida and Louisiana, August 24, 1992, Cost: $26.5 billion 

2. Hurricane Hugo - Category 4 - Charleston, South Carolina, September 1989, Cost: $7 billion 

3. Hurricane Floyd -- 110 mph winds -- Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, September 1999, Cost: $4.5 billion 

4. Hurricane Fran -- Category 3 -- North Carolina, September 1996, Cost: $3.2 billion 

5. Hurricane Opal -- Category 3 -- Pensacola Beach, Florida, October 1995, Cost: $3 billion 

6. Hurricane Frederic -- Alabama, Mississippi, September 1979, Cost: $2.3 billion 

7. Hurricane Agnes -- Weakened to Tropical Storm -- Florida, Atlantic seaboard, bringing flooding rains to 

North Carolina to New Jersey, June 1972, Cost: $2.1 billion 

8. Hurricane Alicia -- Category 3 -- Texas, August 1983, Cost: $2 billion 

9. Hurricane Bob -- Category 2 -- August 1991, Northeast, Cost: $1.5 billion 

10. Hurricane Juan - Category 1 -- Louisiana, Texas, Southeast, October 1985, Cost: $1.5 billion. High 

tides and flooding 

As you can see, most of these hurricanes hit along the Eastern Seaboard, with the area of Texas - Florida's 

western side being exposed to a lesser degree. This Hurricane Map depicts these two areas very well, with 

an interactive feature that allows you to click on each region to see the most dangerous places for hurricanes. 

But, when you view the "Most Hit Map - South Coast" and compare it to the Biodiversity Map, you can see 

that the most hit areas are the very areas that the UN Biodiversity people plan to exclude or restrict human 

activity!  

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1756.cfm
http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2003/hurricanes/interactive/most.hit/frameset.exclude.html
http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2003/hurricanes/interactive/most.hit/mosthit.south.html


Finally, compare the "Most Hit Map - Northeast Coast" to the UN Biodiversity Map and you will see a 

striking correlation.  

The latest hurricane, Isabel, hit the North Carolina Outer Banks, wreaking severe damage; the entire area 

where Isabel made land is 

heavily colored red. 

Already, the Federal 

Government is taking 

action to restrict people's 

movements back into this 

area, a subject we shall 

report in a separate article. 

When Antichrist arises, he 

can point to these areas 

most often ravaged by 

hurricanes and shall state 

that the reason they are in 

such danger is that Mother 

Gaia is using the hurricane as a "balancing tool" in an effort to restore her purity 

and "balance of nature", a natural balance that our Industrial Civilization has 

upset. Therefore, Antichrist will order that this biodiversity map be implemented 

immediately. Only when our current civilization is disbanded, and only when 

people are restricted to living only in certain areas will Mother Gaia be restored to 

purity and balance. This may sound kooky to you -- and it is -- but millions of 

New Age people accept it wholeheartedly right now. When Antichrist arises, he can count on this substantial 

reservoir of support. 

The bottom of this card reads: "Instant attack to destroy a place (note attack 

power is MORE than a meteor strike!!!!") 

In NEWS1852, we demonstrated how the awakening Yellowstone Super 

Volcano was seemingly building to an enormous eruption. Should this volcano 

blow in the manner in which volcanologists are warning, death and damage 

could extend 600 miles in all directions from the caldera in Yellowstone Park. 

We show a map of the possible devastation and the following states are likely to 

be heavily damaged.  

* Washington -- About 85% of the state 

* Oregon -- about 80% of the state 

* Montana -- 100% of the state 

* Wyoming - 100% of the state 

* Idaho -- 100% of the state 

* Nevada -- 90% of the state -- only the city of Las Vegas lies outside this radius 

* Utah -- 100% of the state 

http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2003/hurricanes/interactive/most.hit/mosthit.north.html
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1852.cfm


* Colorado - About 75% of the state 

* Nebraska - About 50% of the state 

* South Dakota -- About 75% of the state 

* North Dakota -- About 80% of the state 

How does this area of potential devastation compare to the United Nations Biodiversity "Re-wilding" map? 

Look at each state carefully. Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and Nevada are 

almost completely Red {Little To No Human Use) or Yellow (Highly Regulated Buffer Zones). There are 

very few Green Zones (Normal Use). Eastern Colorado, Western Kansas, parts of Nebraska and Eastern 

South and North Dakota contain Green Zones, but the rest of those states are either Red or Yellow. 

California is also mostly Red and Yellow. Cities will be allowed only in the San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 

San Diego areas; further, the color key at the lower left portion of the map indicates that a Black dot signifies 

cities greater than 10,000 people, with no larger designations! Why would the U. N. creators of this map 

select such a low figure? Normally, maps show a much wider range of city populations depicted on their 

map. This map is to be put into effect when Antichrist is cleansing "Mother Gaia", and is busily effecting a 

66% reduction in population! Therefore, you must realize that you are looking at a map in which the 33% 

remnant of Americans will be living! 

And, Yellowstone Super Volcano can cause this "re-wilding" to occur so that the requirements of this 

Biodiversity map could be quickly met. 

The bottom of this card reads: Disaster! This is a instant attack to destroy any place. Place is devastated or 

destroyed. (NOTE meteorite attack power is 16) 

Meteors have been the subject of fascination by science fiction buffs for many years; it is true that even a 

meteor which is not too big has the potential of causing great damage to vast areas of the earth. Therefore, 

the subject of a meteorite strike devastating earth has always been a dynamite subject matter for many a 

science fiction novel. 

However, the Bible also seems to allude to meteor strikes devastating earth during the 7-year Tribulation 

Period. Listen to the prophecy: 

"And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it 

fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; And the name of the star is called 

Wormwood: and the third part of the waters became 

wormwood; and many men died of the waters, because they 

were made bitter. [Rev 8:10-11] 

Bible scholars have long identified this "great star from heaven" 

as a meteorite. Certainly, a large enough meteorite could cause 

this kind of damage, destroying one-third (33%) of the rivers, and 

fresh fountains of waters. Since the Russian nuclear disaster at 

Cherynobel, some people have wondered whether this star might 

be nuclear weaponry, since the name for "Cherynobel" in the 

Ukrainian language is "wormwood". While this remains a distinct 

possibility, the majority view is still that this "star" is a meteorite; 

if that is the case, then we would understand the occult obsession 

with the possibility of a meteorite striking the earth, exactly as 

the Bible describes the Third Trumpet Judgment of the Great Tribulation Period. 



Consider just a few articles in our Daily News about meteors. 

NEWS BRIEF: "Space rock hurtles past Earth", BBC News, 7 January 2002, By BBC 

News Online science editor Dr David Whitehouse  

"An asteroid discovered just a month ago is making a close approach to the Earth. 

Although there is no danger of collision with it, astronomers say that its proximity 

reminds us just how many objects there are in space that could strike our planet with 

devastating consequences ... It is thought to be 300 metres in size - large enough to 

wipe out an entire country if it struck the Earth." 

Lately, meteors have been striking houses! Listen: 

NEWS BRIEF: "Three people hospitalised after meteor hits homes", smh.com.au, September 29, 2003. 

"Hundreds of people fled their homes when a meteor struck their village in eastern India, injuring three 

people and destroying two houses, a state minister said yesterday. The fireball hit the village of Sudusudia in 

Orissa state on Saturday evening, said BB Harichandan, the state revenue minister. 'One person has sustained 

burn injuries and two houses have been burned down. The injured has been hospitalised,' the minister said ... 

'The light was so bright that for a few seconds it appeared to be daylight,' said Sanatan Sahu, a villager." 

NEWS BRIEF: "A New Meteor Crashes Into Home...In New Orleans", 09/30/30, by Mitch Battros (ECTV)  

"A second meteorite crashes to Earth causing extensive damage to a home in New Orleans ... A meteorite 

which measures 9" in diameter crashes into a residents roof. Then the orb crashes through the second story 

floor, then through the first story floor, and then is deeply embedded into the concrete foundation. Luckily, 

home owner Roy Fausset and his family including his young daughter were not home. Fausset says "The 

powder room door was open and it looked like an artillery shell had hit the room." It was a sandy colored 

rock that appeared to have been burned around its edges. Preliminary tests by scientists at Tulane University 

indicate this particular rock came from outer space.  

"If so, that makes it an exceedingly rare phenomenon. Meteorites enter the Earth's gravitational field with 

some frequency; all but a tiny percent of them burn up during their passage through the atmosphere -- what 

are commonly called "shooting stars."  

The bottom of the card reads: "Disaster card. Instant attack to destroy and coastal place. Power is 20." 

It is interesting that the destructive power assigned to a tidal wave is more than that of a meteor! Certainly, a 

huge tidal wave can cause many deaths and instant destruction to most structures standing in its way. If a 

tidal wave is of continental proportions, it can truly cause tens of millions of deaths in seconds with very 

little time for a warning. The devastation caused by such a continental Tidal Wave would dwarf almost every 

other kind of natural disaster and would easily and quickly "re-wild" the land it inundates. As you look at the 

map, below, you can see how the areas covered by the ocean waters would be immediately "re-wilded"; 

further, society would be so devastated that government will find it easy to move the terrified survivors into 

any area they desire and for whatever reason they put forth. 

Now, let us look at the New Age warnings of massive earth flooding. 



As previously stated, this theme of earth 

destruction resounds through many of the New 

Age and Occult prophecies. One of the first to 

foretell of coming cataclysms at the end of this 

century was Edgar Cayce, who was known as 

"The Sleeping Prophet". Cayce's predictions 

concerning this issue His predictions were very 

explicit:  

1) Shift of the Earth on its axis  

2) Inundation of many coastal regions  

3) London will be on the coast  

4) Loss of much of Japan  

5) Flooding of Northern Europe 

6) Greenland disappears  

7) New land appears off the coast of North America  

8) Widespread destruction-L.A., S.F.- New York City disappears  

9) Land bridge from South America to Antarctica 

10) Warming of cool areas--cooling of warm areas  

11) WW III- Followed by New Age" (Skinner, Stephen. Millennium Prophecies, Longmeadow Press, 

Stamford, CT, 1994) 

This New Age map, above, demonstrates the belief that Mother Gaia is going to trigger massive earth 

changes in her strenuous effort to "cleanse" the earth of our Industrial Civilization and get rid of all humans 

not fully in sync with the coming New Age Christ. As you can see, the ocean waters are shown in dark blue 

and cover much of our continent. This map is a composite which shows (in dark blue) an approximate 

depiction of land areas predicted by several of the New Age prophets to be flooded by rising oceans. This 

map is not shown to relay any one prediction with 100% accuracy, but is very similar to the majority of 

published earth changes maps. Gordon-Michael Scallion predicts earthquake activity will begin this flooding. 

 



Did you know that a tidal wave of monumental proportions is entirely possible? In the Book of Revelation, 

we see an interesting prophecy that human scientists did not confirm until just about 40 years ago! First, let 

us examine the prophecy: 

"And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four s of the earth, holding the four winds of the 

earth, that the winds should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. And I saw another 

angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God: and he cried with a loud voice to the four 

angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea, saying, 'Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor 

the trees until we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads.'" [Revelation 7:1-3] 

A study by scientists at Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory reveal that the earth actually has 4 "s" 

locations. These "s" are 4 areas of ocean, each covering several thousand square miles, in which the ocean 

waters are approximately 220 feet higher than if the earth were perfectly spherical. According to this article, 

these high spots are caused by the prevailing winds that build up friction on the ocean surface, piling up the 

waters. 

The above map (while not an exact copy of the map produced by the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics 

L bo   o y) shows  h   pp oxim     o   ion of  h      h’s fou  "s" poin s. Th  high poin s on  h  g ob      

marked by the red indicator squares, and the low points are marked by the yellow indicator squares. If the 

prevailing winds causing this effect were suddenly eliminated, the higher waters would crash into the lower 

points. This scenario would certainly be especially disastrous for both the east and west coasts of the United 

States.  

Revelation 7:1 has long been a target of those who would attack the Bible, claiming the writer of this passage 

believed the earth was flat. However, in light of this little-known discovery, Revelation 7:1-3 reveals a 

completely new perspective. This passage describes an event that occurs at approximately the mid-point of 

the Tribulation Period, just prior to the "Great Tribulation". By stopping the four major jet streams at these 

four "s" of the earth, the result would be cataclysmic. While this may or may not cause a pole shift, this 

would certainly cause major earth changes to the existing landmasses. Based on this information, the maps of 

coming earth changes may not be as far-fetched as one may initially perceive. The New Agers and Occultists 

could then explain these catastrophic judgments of God away as the results of the long-prophesied magnetic 

pole shift.  

Christians today have no guarantee that the Rapture of the Church will occur prior to a major natural disaster, 

economic collapse, or even open persecution of the Church. However, these New Age writings are too 

consistent with Bible prophecy to be coincidental. The "Age of Grace" certainly appears to be at its climax, 

but one must remember that God alone is in control of time. The events of the book of Revelation will 

     in y  om   o p ss in    o   n    o Go ’s  im   b  . S   n’s minions su   y     iz   h i   im  is sho    

bu   h y  bso u   y  o no  h v     opy of Go ’s s h  u  .  

 

How should Christians react to these things? We must not forget that we have in our possession the book of 

TRUTH, the Word of God. Christians must evaluate everything by the standard of the Bible. We also must 

not forget that this HOLY BOOK is not only relevant in the battle against the "wiles of the devil", but is the 

source of power--"the Sword of the Spirit"--by whi h Go ’s Ho y Spi i   ommuni    s  o His  hi    n. Thus  

we pick up our "sword" and turn to II Peter 3:8-14, where we are given our "marching orders" for the very 

time in which we live: 

"The Lord is not slack concerning His p omis    s som  m n  oun  s   kn ss: bu  is  ongsuff  ing …no  

willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance. But the Day of the Lord will come as a 

thief in the night; in which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with a 



fervent heat, and the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing then that all these 

things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness, 

looking fo  … h   oming of  h    y of Go …W      o  ing  o his p omis    ook fo    n w h  v n  n    

n w     h…S  ing  h   y   ook fo  su h  hings  b   i ig n   h   y  m y b  foun  of him in p      wi hou  

spot, and blameless." 

The Word of God is explicit. Christians must exercise the following: 

 

1. Holy conversation 

2. Godliness 

3. Looking for the coming day of God, a new heaven, a new earth 

4. Be diligent 

5. Be found of Him in peace 

6. Without spot 

7. Blameless 

 

In the face of growing deception and misconception, the Bible does not change its command to those who 

have been redeemed by the blood of the Lamb. That command is the call to personal holiness. If those who 

"name the name of Jesus Christ" will simply follow the above listed precepts, they will not be misled by the 

false prophets of Satan. Christians will be seeking the truth of the Word of God, seeking the souls of those 

that are lost, and will be armed against the rampant deception of these "last days".  

 

In conclusion, if you have been deceived into seeking the advice of "spirit guides" of any description (no 

matter how they identify themselves), please understand that you are risking your eternal destiny. Perhaps 

you are like Laura in the beginning of this article; you may be receiving visions from some wise and 

beautiful creature. Remember, Satan and his angels do not appear as the grotesque, evil entities Hollywood 

portrays, but they appear as "creatures of light". Ask this entity what he (or she) thinks of Jesus Christ, 

compare the answer to the written Word of God, and forsake this lying devil that would damn your eternal 

soul. Turn from the powers of Satan, and turn from yourself. Turn to the Lord Jesus Christ, put your trust in 

Him, and He will (as He has promised) rescue your soul from the flames of Hell. "Him that cometh to me I 

will in no wise cast out." (John 6:37) 

Are you spiritually ready? Is your family? Are you adequately protecting your loved ones? This is the reason 

for this ministry, to enable you to first understand the peril facing you, and then help you develop strategies 

to warn and protect your loved ones. Once you have been thoroughly trained, you can also use your 

knowledge as a means to open the door of discussion with an unsaved person. I have been able to use it many 

times, and have seen people come to Jesus Christ as a result. These perilous times are also a time when we 

can reach many souls for Jesus Christ, making an eternal difference. 

If you have accepted Jesus Christ as your personal Savior, but have been very lukewarm in your spiritual 

walk with Him, you need to immediately ask Him for forgiveness and for renewal. He will instantly forgive 

you, and fill your heart with the joy of the Holy Spirit. Then, you need to begin a daily walk of prayer and 

personal Bible Study. 

If you have never accepted Jesus Christ as Savior, but have come to realize His reality and the approaching 

End of the Age, and want to accept His FREE Gift of Eternal Life, you can also do so now, in the privacy of 

your home. Once you accept Him as Savior, you are spiritually Born Again, and are as assured of Heaven as 

if you were already there. Then, you can rest assured that the Kingdom of Antichrist will not touch you 

spiritually.  



If you would like to become Born Again, turn to our Salvation Page now.  

We hope you have been blessed by this ministry, which seeks to educate and warn people, so that they can 

see the coming New World Order -- Kingdom of Antichrist -- in their daily news.  

Finally, we would love to hear from you.  

You can contact us by mail or email.  

God bless you.  

Subscribe to our email updates and messages from our editor by entering your email address below 

 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/salvation.html
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/email.html

